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Abstract

A theoretical calculation of the separation performance of a (hypothetical) micro-structured monolithic LC column is
presented, confirming that the polydispersity effect in parallel bundle columns can theoretically be eliminated to a very large
extent by radially redistributing the mobile phase fluid at regular intervals. It is demonstrated that the flow can be
redistributed in such a way that the advantage coming from the suppression of the polydispersity effect largely exceeds the
losses caused by the additional pressure-drop and band broadening. The presently considered micro-structured column would
allow to performN.100 000 plate separations in a few hundred of seconds, i.e., about an order of magnitude faster than the
best possible packed bed and monolithic HPLC columns, while offering the same mass loadability. This clearly demonstrates
that the currently available LC columns are still far away from the absolute resolution limit of the ideal, fully optimised LC
column.
   2003 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1 . Introduction plates in a sufficiently short time [1]. With packed
bed high-performance liquid chromatography

With the demand for increased separation capacity (HPLC), the analysis times are too large, and a
coming from applications such as proteomics re- reduction of the analysis time can only be obtained
search and drug screening, the field of analytical by applying extremely large inlet pressures, such as
chemistry is currently under pressure to find a is done in ultra-high-pressure LC (UHP-LC [2,3]).
method to perform separations yielding.100 000 The currently most successful approach to yield

N.10 000 plates is based on switching from a
pressure-driven to an electrically-driven mode for the
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however still struggles with difficult problems such magnitude. As suggested by the authors of the same
as frit reproducibility, the dependency of the flow- study, the only possible way to reduce this polydis-
rate on slight changes of the fluid composition and persity effect would be to cut the bundle of capil-
viscosity, and on the adsorption of macro-molecular laries into several segments, rotate the individual
impurities or sample components on the column wall segments around their longitudinal axis over a
or the packing [8,9]. random angle and then reconnect them. In this way,

In the present study, we look at the improvements a stochastic redistribution of the flow is obtained at
which can be expected from a change in the column regular intervals, creating the radial mixing needed
architecture rather than from a change of the flow- to even out the inevitable differences in flow velocity
driving method. This interest is inspired by the among the different individual capillaries. The idea
recent reports [10–14] on the superior performance has however always remained a purely theoretical
of monolithic columns and their commercial success thought, partly because the ‘‘gluing’’ of the different
(cf. Merck’s Chromolith column). This success has segments seems practically impossible, especially
made clear that there is sufficient reason to question when considering the large sealing problems. The
the position of the traditional packed bed of spheres authors were also concerned that the introduction of
as the ideal LC column format. In fact, it is as long many coupling sections would resurrect the pressure
ago as the late 1970s [15] that the shortcomings of drop problem [20]. It has also never been calculated
the packed bed (large eddy-dispersion and large flow what the ideal length of the individual segments
resistance) were recognized and that the advantages should be, i.e., it is up to now not very clear whether
of open-tubular LC (OT-LC), with its per definition the segments would have a manageable length or
straight, unobstructed flow path, were pursued. De- not, and there is no theoretical framework to produce
spite of its intrinsic theoretical superiority, the OT- a good estimate for it. Finding the optimal segment
LC concept has however never gained great popu- length is not trivial, because packing structures with
larity. As has been abundantly demonstrated by longer, parallel running channels have a smaller flow
Poppe [16] and many others [17,18], this lack of resistance on the one hand, but, since the number of
success can be entirely blamed on the poor mass opportunities for radial mixing is much smaller, such
loadability and retention power of such columns. columns are much more prone to the polydispersity

One of the obvious solutions to get round the poor effect. By increasing the number of segments, the
mass loadability of the OT-LC column format would flow channel interconnectivity increases, hence re-
be to multiply the number of flow channels and to ducing the polydispersity effect, but on the other
consider a bundle of parallel open-tubular columns. hand, as each connection segment constitutes an
In this concept, the tortuous path through the packed additional pressure drop and axial dispersion source,
bed is replaced by a parallel array of unobstructed the overall flow resistance and plate height value of
flow paths, retaining the ideal combination of mini- the column increases as well. It is hence obvious to
mal flow resistance and minimal plate height of expect that the optimal column design will be
OT-LC, while the overall mass loadability can be reached at some intermediate degree of segmentation
kept at the same level of a conventional packed (Fig. 1).
wide-bore column, simply by arraying a sufficient In the present paper, a very simple segmented
number of capillary columns. The experimental column design is considered (Fig. 2), offering a
exploration of the concept however only yielded potential solution for the segment connection prob-
disappointing results [19], because, as has been
demonstrated very elegantly by Schisla et al. [20],
the inevitable channel-to-channel diameter variability
(or polydispersity) creates a fundamental source of
additional band broadening which completely de-
teriorates the quality of the separations. They showed
that even a polydispersity of only 1% can increase Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the different degrees of flow
the theoretical plate height by as much as an order of path interconnectivity in a chromatographic column.
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the considered conceptual parallel plate column (a) and the segmented parallel plate column (b).

lem, and allowing for a relatively easy estimation of provide guidelines for the manufacturing of im-
the additional pressure drop and band broadening proved monolithic columns. In this respect, it would
induced by the presence of the segment interfaces. for example be interesting to know whether it would
To calculate the velocity field and the degree of axial be more advantageous to produce column packings
dispersion inside the coupling junctions, so-called consisting of short (more cubic-like) and maximally
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations interconnected voids, or whether it would be more
have been used. Due to the increased computational preferable to have more elongated, longitudinally
power, and the commercialization of ready-to-use directed flow-through pores.
software packages, CFD has become widely ac-
cepted as a design tool in the fields of hydro- and
aerodynamics and chemical engineering for the 2 . Definition of the column geometry and of the
solution of flow problems in complex geometries considered optimisation problem
[21,22]. The basis of each CFD package is the
division of the flow domain into a large number of 2 .1. Geometrical lay-out of the considered problem
computational cells, forming the so-called grid,
followed by the use of a numerical solver to solve Whereas most authors investigating multiple capil-
the Navier–Stokes equations in each of the computa- lary columns considered arrays of cylindrical capil-
tional cells. By solving the Navier–Stokes equations laries [20], we have preferred to focus on an
(which fully determine the velocity field) together imaginary column consisting of an array of flat-
with the appropriate mass balances, it is possible to rectangular channels (Fig. 2a). From a practical
calculate the spatial and temporal evolution of an viewpoint, these arrays should best be looked upon
injected plug of tracer species. Since the flows in the as a multitude of narrow slits running through a
present problem are strictly laminar, the solution can monolithic block of porous material (Fig. 3). The
be made 100% accurate and reliable [22]. The only slits are assumed to have a width (w) which is orders
requirement is that the grid is sufficiently refined, a of magnitude larger than their thickness (d), such
condition which is verified by comparing the solution that the expressions for the pressure drop and the
at two different levels of grid refinement. theoretical plate height in the individual channels can

In a more general sense, the results of the present be taken directly from the literature [23,24] on OT-
study will provide insight in the optimal degree of LC in channels with a flat-rectangular cross-section.
flow path interconnectivity in LC columns (cf. Fig. The porous structure, with wall thicknessd, serves at
1). This insight can then for example be used to the same time as the stationary phase and as the
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will, at least in a qualitative way, be extrapolatable to
other possible channel cross-section geometries,
including circular capillaries.

Due to the large required computational effort, we
have only considered the case wherein the channel
thicknessd and the stationary phase plate thicknessd

are both equal to 2mm. The reasons for this choice
are plural. First of all, we believe that these values
are within reach of the currently available practical
manufacturing possibilities (see Section 4.3). Sec-
ondly, by selecting the plate thickness slightly small-
er than the particle diameter typically used in HPLC,
the d5d52 mm case also offers a (slightly) en-Fig. 3. Detailed view of the cross-sectional lay-out of a single
hanced stationary phase mass transfer. Thirdly, sinceblock segment, consisting of a porous ‘‘backbone’’ structure

(thicknessd ), perforated by an array of parallel flow-through slits d /d51 for the presently considered case, we look at
(thicknessd). a system with a column porosity ofe50.5 and a

phase ratioV /V 51. These values are sufficientlys m

‘‘backbone’’ providing the required mechanical close that of HPLC (whereV /V (1.5), such that its m

strength for the segment blocks (Fig. 3). The current- can be argued that the presently considered column
ly considered segmented column structure can then structure will yield a mass loadability and a detection
simply be viewed upon as a stack of different limit of the same order as that of a conventional
segment blocks, alternately rotated over an angle of HPLC column. By considering more open column
908 (cf. Figs. 2b and 3). The square shape of the structures, e.g., with ad /d5V /V ratio of 0.2 or 0.1,s m

column cross-section (Fig. 3) is quite uncommon, better separation efficiencies and pressure drop
but it is a logic consequence of the internal architec- characteristics would be obtained, but, considering
ture of the packing, and also offers a number of that for a givenk the maximal peak concentration
advantages for on-column optical detection. C is linearly dependent on the phase ratio (C |max max

The advantage of the structure depicted in Figs. 2 V /V [25]), the detection limits of such a columns m

and 3 is fourfold: (i) the resulting mathematical would be too far away from the current HPLC
expressions are simple, allowing to maintain a standard.
maximal insight in the dynamics of the problem, (ii) To reduce the computational effort, and to keep
as the capillary walls serve at the same time as the the mathematical expressions as simple as possible,
stationary phase layer, the structure is inherently the following assumptions have been made:
more compact than the array of cylindrical capil- (i) Random redistribution of channel diameters
laries, (iii) the connection and flow redistribution after each junction, i.e., when following the path of a
problem can (at least in theory) very easily be solved given fluid element, it is assumed that the diameter
by piling up the different segments, alternately of the channel it enters when coming into a new
rotated over an angle of 908 (cf. Fig. 2b), and (iv) by segment is independent of the diameter of the
varying the segment length between say one channel channel it was occupying in the preceding segment.
diameter unit and several hundreds of channel diam- (ii) Variations of the stationary phase thicknessd

eter units, the full range of possible degrees of flow and the retention factork can be neglected.
path interconnectivity (cf. Fig. 1) can be explored (iii) Local variations of the thickness within the
and the optimal segment length (L ) can easily be same flow-through channel can be neglected.seg

2determined. (iv) The values fors andDP are identicalt,junc junc

As the influence of the shape of the channel for each individual channel and can be calculated on
cross-section on the separation efficiency is only of the basis of the mean channel thickness valuesdm

secondary importance, it is straightforward to assume andu .m

that the results derived for the structure in Fig. 2 (v) The additional peak broadening coming from
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2the shorter sides of the flow-through channels, as for and whereins is the peak variance in the samet

example described in Refs. [23] and [26], can be given channel. For a flat-rectangular channel with
neglected. largew /d ratio, and by neglecting the side-wall

2(vi) The possible diffusive re-equilibration across effect,s is known [24] to be given by:t

the porous stationary phase plates can be neglected.
L 22 2 2According to the work of Ding [19] and Schisla et ] ]s 52D ? (11 k) ? 1 ?s119k 1 25.5k dt m 3 210ual. [20], the assumption in (ii) does not create a 1

significant error. This can be understood from the 22 dd L 2 Lffact that the probability that the effects of the ] ] ] ] ]? ? 1 ? k ? ? (3)D u 3 D um 1 s 1variation of d and d on k outweigh each other is
similar to the probability that they amplify each The velocity in each individual channel is de-
other. Assumption (iii) had to be made to keep the termined by Poiseuille’s law, which for a channel
required computational effort for the CFD calcula- with a flat-rectangular cross-section is given by [28]:
tions within reasonable limits, but it can be argued

DPthat the effect of a thickness variation within the 2]]u 5 ? d (4)1 12mLsame channel will certainly not be larger than the
channel-to-channel variance effect, and can in fact be

Schisla et al. [20] further assumed that the thick-considered as already being partly contained in it.
nessd of the individual channels varies according toAssumption (v) is based on the fact that the side-wall
a Gaussian distributionf with meand and variancemeffect only becomes significant after a relatively 2

2 s :dlarge entrance length (L.uw /D [27]), whichmol

typically is of the order of 1 cm or more, i.e., 2(d2d )m1 ]]2sufficiently longer than the presently considered 2]]]f(d)5 ? e (5)2s] dŒ2p ? ssegment lengths. Assumption (vi) leads to an undere- d

stimation of the column performance and is hence
Introducing the variablesx ands such that:xnot critical.

d 5 d (11 x) and s 5s /d (6)m x d m
2 .2. Calculation of the polydispersity effect

Eq. (5) can be rewritten in a dimensionless form as:
Before attacking the actual optimisation problem,

2x1 ]2we first have to quantify the additional peak broaden-
2]]]f(x)5 ? e (7)2s] xŒing caused by the polydispersity effect in the refer- 2p ? sx

ence system (i.e., the unsegmented column of Fig.
while the expression for the velocity in each in-2a). To this end, we followed a procedure similar to
dividual channel can be written as:the one used by Schisla et al. [20]. The main

difference is that we consider an array of flat-rectan- 2
DPd m 2 2gular channels, whereas they considered the case of ]]u(x)5 ? 11 x 5 u ? 11 x (8)s d s dm12mLan array of circular capillaries. Their calculation is

based on writing the concentration elution profile for Averaging the velocity over the different channels
each individual channel as: then corresponds to calculating:

2(t2t )RtM R 1`]]2
2] ]]]C (t)5 ? ? e (1)2s]1 tŒ E w ? d(x) ? u(x) ? f(x) ? dxVL 2p ? st

2`
]]]]]]]]kul5 (9)1`wherein t is the mean residence time of a givenR E w ? d(x) ? f(x) ?dx

component in a given channel: 2`

L Using Eqs. (A.7a)–(A.7c) and (A.8a)–(A.8c) of]t 5 ? 11 k (2)s dR u1 Appendix A, solving Eq. (9) yields:
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2 (A.9)–(A.12) has been verified by numerically solv-DPd m 2 2]]kul5 ? 11 3s 5 u ? 113s (10) ing the integrals given in Eqs. (11) and (12).s d s dx m x12mL
Another, more qualitative validation of the presented
result is that, when taking the limit fors →0, theThe fact that the mean velocity is larger than that x

D-term representing the polydispersity effect van-expected on the basis of the mean channel thickness
ishes (cf. Eq. (A.12)). The fact that theD9 term ind follows directly from the fact that, since them 23 Eq. (14) is proportional toL implies that it imposesflow-rate |wd , channels with a thickness which is
an upper limit to the achievable plate number, a limitlarger than the mean thickness have a relatively
which cannot be surpassed by increasing the lengthlarger contribution to the total flow-rate than chan-
of the column or the inlet pressure. It is precisely thisnels with a smaller thickness.
outcome which makes the polydispersity effect soAccording to Ref. [20], averaging the residence
devastating for the column performance.time over all the individual capillaries corresponds

In a more qualitative way, the polydispersityto:
problem can be understood as a problem of

M 4 61 synchronisation. If one is after 10 or 10 plates, the]kt l5R M0 peak standard deviations are only 1 to 0.1% of the
1 / 21` 1` mean residence time (cf.s 5N t ). This impliest RE w ? d(x) ? u(x) ? E tC (x,t) ?dt ? f(x) ?dxF G1 that the velocities in the different channels should

2` 0
]]]]]]]]]]]]]5 1` 1` also be synchronised to within 0.1 to 1%. Since theE w ? d(x) ? u(x) ? E C (x,t) ?dt ? f(x) ?dxF G velocity depends on the square of the channel1

2` 0
diameter, this implies that the differences in channel

(11) thickness should be smaller than 0.5 to 0.05% to
avoid the channel polydispersity effect. For a 2mmwhile the overall variance of the peak profile re-
channel for example, the 0.5% condition correspondscorded when simultaneously monitoring the output
to an extremely small value of only 10 nm [29].of all the individual channels should be calculated

Fig. 4 shows the solute concentration profileaccording to:
eluting from a parallel flat plate column for several

2M M2 12 ] ]ks l5 2S Dt M M0 0

1` 1`
2E w ? d(x) ? u(x) ? E t C (x,t) ?dt ? f(x) ?dxF G1

2` 0
]]]]]]]]]]]]]]5 1` 1`E w ? d(x) ? u(x) ? E C (x,t) ? dt ? f(x) ? dxF G1

2` 0

2
2 kt lR

(12)

As is demonstrated in Appendix A, solving Eqs.
(11) and (12), respectively, yields:

L 2 4]kt l5 ? 11 k ? 11s 13s (13)s ds dR x xum

2 Fig. 4. Eluting profile from a parallel-bundle-of-flat-plates columnL L L L2 for several values of the channel-to-channel thickness variances .] ] ] ]ks l5 A9 ? 1B9 ? 1C9 ? 1D9 ? (14) xt 3 2u uu um m Curves are calculated using Eqs. (1)–(3) and (7)–(8). Simulationm m
29parameters:d52 mm, d52 mm, L50.3, d 51 mm, D 51?10f m

2 210 2 23The validity of the numerical expressions forkt l m /s, D 55?10 m /s,m51?10 kg/(m s),k53, DP5400R s2
bar, u;4.44 cm/s.and ks l given by Eqs. (13) and (14) and Eqs.t
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values ofs and for a typical set of LC conditions. t 5 n t (16)x R s R,seg

The devastating effect of the polydispersity can
clearly be noted. The curves were obtained by 2 2 2

s 5 n s 1 n 2 1 s (17)s dt s t,seg s t,juncnumerically calculating the flow-rate averaged con-
centration over all the different channel thickness

2values of an array with a Gaussian thickness dis- The quantitiest and s can simply beR,seg t,seg

tribution, using Eqs. (1)–(3) to calculate the con- calculated by puttingL5L in Eqs. (13) and (14).seg

centration profile in each individual channel, and At this point, it is instructive to note that the
using Eq. (7) as a weight factor for the different advantage of the segmented column is reflected by
channel thickness values of the array. Calculating the the fact that theD term in Eq. (14) now only is

2
s values of the presented concentration curves, the proportional toL instead of to the whole columnt seg

obtained values agree to within 0.1% to the value lengthL. Similarly, the pressure dropDP acrossseg

predicted by Eq. (14), hence confirming the validity each segment of lengthL can, from the expressionseg
2of the latter. Translating thes values into a for the average flow velocity (cf. Eq. (10)), bet

theoretical plate number, the resolution ruining effect written as:
of the channel thickness polydispersity can be clearly

12m ? kul ?L 12mu Lseg m segillustrated. Whereas the ideal column with a perfectly ]]]] ]]]DP 5 5 (18)seg 2 2 211 3s ? d ds duniform channel thickness (s 50) should yield a x m mx

separation resolution ofN57660 plates (conditions:
see figure caption), a 1% polydispersity already

From Eqs. (13)–(17), the number of theoreticaldecreases the separation resolution to a value of
plates N which can be achieved in a segmentedN51880 plates, while a 5 and a 10% polydispersity
column with lengthL5n L can now be calculatedlead to a dramatic plate loss:N597 plates fors 5 s segx
as:0.05 and N523 plates for s 50.1, respectively.x

According to the calculations of Schisla et al. [20],
2ks l1even larger plate losses would have been obtained t

] ]]5 2when we would have selected a mobile phase N kt lR
velocity near theu value instead of the presentlyopt 2 2n s n 2 1 ss dconsidered maximal velocity of aboutu54.4 cm/s, s t,seg s t,junc

]] ]]]]5 1F G2 2 2 2corresponding to a maximal pressure drop of 400 n L n Ls seg s seg
bar.

2 2u ks l1m t
]]]]]]] ] ]]? ? 52 4 2 22 N11 k ? 11s 1s kt ls ds d x x R

2 .3. Theoretical expression for H and N for themax
L L Lsegmented column seg seg seg
]] ]] ]]5 n ? A9 ? 1B9 ? 1C9 ? 1D9F Ss 3 u uu m mm

Considering now the segmented column depicted
2Lin Fig. 2b, and denoting the total pressure drop, seg 2]]? 1 n 21 ss dD G2 s t,juncresidence time and peak variance in each segment as um2

DP , t ands , respectively, and denoting theseg R,seg t,seg

additional pressure drop and peak broadening caused
2

2 umby the coupling junction asDP and s , it isjunc t,junc ]]]]]]]]? (19)2 2 4 22obvious that the overall pressure drop, residence time L 11 k ? 11s 1ss ds d x x

and peak variance for the entire segmented column
(consisting ofn segments) are, respectively, givens

2 2 4 2by: Integrating the factor (11k) ? 11s 1s intos dx x

the newly introduced symbolsA0, B0, C0 andD0, and
DP 5 n DP 1 (n 2 1)DP (15) replacingL by L /n , Eq. (19) becomes:s s s junc seg s
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2ks l1 1 DPt
] ]] ]] ]5 L 5 n L 5 ? 2 n 2 1 ?R (23b)s dF G2 s seg s juncN R ukt l seg mR

A0 L Eqs. (20) and (23) now form a closed set of] ]5 1 (B01C0)u 1D0 ? ? LFS Dmu nm s equations allowing to calculate the maximal number
of theoretical platesN which can be achieved withmax12 2 ] a segmented parallel plate column. From Eq. (23), it1 n 21 s u ? (20)s d Gs t,junc m 2L can also easily be shown that, since of courseL.0,
the upper limit (n ) on the number of segmentss,max

Eq. (20) shows that, in a segmented column with into which the column can be divided is given by:
given lengthL, theD0 term representing the polydis-

DP DPpersity effect can, as expected, indeed be eliminated ]]] ]]n 5 11 5 11 (24)s,max R u DPby creating an infinite number of channel redistribu- junc m junc

tions (i.e., by lettingn →`). This effect is of courses
2countered by the fact that thes term increases int,junc

3 . Computational fluid dynamics calculationsa proportional way withn . Eq. (20) hence clearlys

reflects the existence of an optimal degree of column
To actually calculate the achievable plate numberssegmentation or channel connectivity.

and to determine the optimal number of channelFrom Eq. (20), the theoretical plate height valueH
segments from Eqs. (20) and (23), the additionalis immediately obtained as:

2pressure-dropDP and peak variances intro-junc t,junc

duced by the coupling junctions have to be accu-n 21L A0 L s ds
] ] ] ]]]H 5 5 1 (B01C0)u 1D0 ? 1 rately known. To determine these values, flow andmN u n Lm s tracer dispersion simulations were performed with a

2 2 Fluent CFD software (version 6.0.20) package, run? s u (21)t,junc m
in parallel on a Compaq XP 1000 workstation with
an Alpha 667 Mhz processor and on several personal

Assuming thatn is large enough to haven 2s s computers with 1.5 Ghz Intel Pentium IV or dual-
1(n , Eq. (21) reduces to:s Athlon MP 1800 processors.

Calculating the entire segmented column depicted
L in Fig. 2b is a task which is much too formidable for]H 5 N the current state-of-the art computer processors.

However, as the column consists of a continuous2 2
s uA0 t,junc m repetition of the same basic structure, it is sufficient] ]]]5 1 (B01C0)u 1D0L 1 (22)m segu Lm seg to calculate only a small representative element of

the column (see Fig. 5). To further reduce the
As increasing the number of coupling junctions calculation domain, the walls denoted by ‘‘slip wall’’

also increases the total pressure drop and hencein Fig. 5 were treated as ‘‘slip walls’’, i.e., a flow
limits the allowable column length, the calculation of symmetry condition is imposed. In this way, the
the maximally achievable plate numberN requires intersecting channel elements depicted in Fig. 5max

that Eq. (20) should be considered together with the behaved as if they were infinitely wide in they
relation between the achievable column lengthL and direction (section I), and thex direction (section II),
the available pressure dropDP. Rewriting Eq. (15) respectively.
as: For each considered problem, we first solved the

steady state flow problem, yielding the solution for
DP 5 u ? [n R L 1 (n 21)?R ] (23a) the velocity profile and allowing to assess the totalm s seg seg s junc

pressure drop. The velocity field solution was then
this relation can be written as: fed into the mass balance solver to calculate the
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Fig. 5. Three-dimensional view of the considered segmented column element [u 59 mm/s, d52 mm, d52 mm, L 5L 515 mm,m I II
23 29 2

m51?10 kg/(m s),D 51?10 m /s], showing the calculated velocity field (black arrows).m

evolution of an injected tracer band through the 4 . Results and discussion
coupling section. Whereas the solution of the ve-
locity field only takes a few hours, depending on the 4 .1. Pressure drop and axial dispersion data from
grid refinement and the required accuracy, the solu- the CFD study
tion of the unsteady mass balances takes much
longer. Even with the above mentioned drastic Fig. 5 shows the calculated velocity magnitude
simplifications, it still took the Compaq work station field for one of the considered flow cases. We clearly
typically about 1 week to calculate the entire tracer observe two stagnant zones, just prior and just after
plug trajectory for the case withd52 mm andu53 the coupling section. This is fully expected, because
mm/s. For smaller values ofd, the simulations the flow situation at these positions is respectively
became extremely long. It was found that the re- very similar to the situation just prior to a sudden
quired computation time to solve the mass balance reduction and just after a sudden expansion of the
increased in a nearly quadratic way with 1/d. cross-section of an open-tubular channel. It should

The number of computational cells was about be recalled that in section I (extending infinitely in
60 000 in each of the considered geometries. A grid thez direction), the flow displays a parabolic gra-
check was performed with a grid containing 480 000 dient in they direction but is gradient-less in thez
cells for the case ofd52 mm andu53 mm/s, and direction, whereas in section II (extending infinitely

2the difference between the obtaineds values in they direction), the flow displays a parabolict,junc

was only of the order of 1%. gradient in thez direction and is gradient-less in the
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y direction. In the smaller ‘‘window’’ of the coupling two channel segments I and II in Fig. 5 would be
junction, the flow profile displays a rotational sym- rotated such that they form a single, straight running
metry and has a gradient in both they and thez channel without coupling interface. As can be noted,
directions. The passage through the coupling section the influence of the coupling is relatively small. By

2should hence be regarded as a transition process calculating the variances of the concentrationt

between a flow with one-dimensional (1D) parabolic curves given in Fig. 6b, the degree of band broaden-
flow profile in they direction towards a flow with a ing can readily be quantified. Fig. 7 shows how these

21D parabolic flow profile in thez direction. s values vary with the distance along thex coordi-t

Fig. 6a shows the evolution of the shape of an nate. The evolution of the pressure-profile is given as
injected (block-shaped) solute band when passing well. The influence of the coupling interface can
through the coupling section. Fig. 6b shows the clearly be noted. The dashed lines represent the
concentration curves which are ‘‘recorded’’ at the relationship which would be obtained for a peak
different monitoring planes indicated in Fig. 6a. For flowing through a fully straight channel, without

2the sake of comparison, we have also included the coupling interface. The fact that thes curve goest

concentration profiles which would be obtained if the through a maximum at the position of the coupling

Fig. 6. (a) Evolution of the shape of an injected solute band flowing through the coupling section (black zones5largest concentration). (b)
Dotted thick line: spatially averaged solute concentration curves ‘‘recorded’’ at the different peak monitoring planes indicated in (a). The thin
black line represent the curves which would be obtained for a peak flowing through a fully straight channel, i.e., without coupling interface.
Conditions as in Fig. 5.
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2Fig. 7. Calculated pressure-drop (a) ands profiles (b) for thet

case represented in Fig. 6. The dashed lines represent the
2theoretically predicteds and DP values for an unobstructedt

straight channel. Fig. 8. Variation ofDP as a function of the mean fluid velocityjunc

u for the case ofd5d52 mm (a) andDP as a function of them junc

channel thicknessd for the case ofu53 mm/s andd52 mm (b).plane, and decreases with increasingx in the first few
micrometers behind the coupling can be explained
from the fact that the transition between the two- mu1

]]dimensional (2D) parabolic flow profile (gradients in DP 5a ? 5R u (25)junc junc 1d
both y andz directions) in the coupling window to a

4with a529.84 (60.01) and R 51.496?10 kg/flow which is gradient-less in they direction (far junc
2 2(m s) (610 kg/(m s)enough downstream in section II) is accompanied by
It should be noted thata is of course not aa spreading of the tracer plug in they direction. This

universal value, but strongly depends on the cross-spreading process reduces the axial width of the
sectional area of the junction surfaceS availabletracer plug, hence explaining the local decrease of junc

2 for the fluid flow. In general, the relation between thethe s values.t

surface of the coupling window and the dimensionsAs indicated in Fig. 7a, the additional pressure
of the channel and wall plate thickness is given by:drop DP introduced by the coupling section canjunc

easily be calculated. Repeating the simulation pre-
d dw

sented in Figs. 5–7 for a number of different flow ]] ]]S DS 5 d ? ?w 5 (26)junc d 1d dvelocities and channel thickness values, the resulting ]11 dDP correlations displayed a perfect straight linejunc

correlation with both the mobile phase velocity and For the presently considered case ofd5d, Eq.
the reciprocal of the channel thickness (Fig. 8). The (26) reduces toS 51/2?dw.junc

data could be correlated as: The result in Eq. (25) is in agreement with known
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correlations for the pressure drop for the flow
through pipes with sudden geometry changes, for
which it is usually found that [30]:

2
DP 5 2rf u K (27)F 1

wherein K is a given constant, dependent on the1

geometry of the problem, and whereinf is theF

friction factor, normally being inversely proportional
to the Reynolds number in the laminar flow regime
[30]:

f 5K /Re5K m /(udr) (28)F 2 2 2Fig. 9. Variation ofs as a function of the mean fluid velocityt,junc

u for the case ofd5d52 mm.
Combining Eqs. (27) and (28) indeed yields an

expression of the form of Eq. (25). Puttinga5
2 27 2220u 22K K , and considering thatK 512 for a laminar s 53.2? 10 ?e (units5 s ) (29)1 2 2 t,junc

flow between two parallel plates, we can derive from
the a529.8 value given in Eq. (25) that the value It should of course again be noted that the
for K for the presently considered geometry is about constants in Eq. (29) values are only valid for the1

K 51.25, i.e., significantly smaller than the values presently considered geometry.1

given in the literature for the pressure-drop in a pipe
with a sudden decrease or increase of the cross-4 .2. Chromatographic performance
section, and typically of the order of 10 to 50 [30].
The low K value points at the excellent pressure-1 All the data in the present section have been
drop characteristics of the presently proposed cou- obtained for a set of typical LC condition values:

29 2 210 2pling system, and can easily be understood from the k53, D 510 m /s, D 55?10 m /s, m51?m s
23fact that the present junction system is designed such10 kg/(m s) andDP5400 bar. For the segmented

that the region over which the cross-sectional area is parallel plate column, all values refer to the case of
temporarily increased or decreased (going from a d52 mm andd52d 52 mm.f
value of S5wd to the value given in Eq. (26)) is Fig. 10(a) shows how the maximally achievable
infinitely short, whereas in the cases leading to the theoretical plate number varies with the segment
above mentioned values ofK 510 to 50, the re-1 length L . Fig. 10(b) shows the correspondingseg
duced or increased channel cross-section persistsreduced plate heights. For the sake of comparison,
over the entire remainder of the channel length. we have also included the packed bed data for the

Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the peak variance case of a column withd 53 mm, calculated using:p2
s originating from the coupling junction as at,junc

22function of the imposed mobile phase velocity. It dD 0.371 4.96k 1 4.04k p
2 ] ]]]]]] ]H 5 2ld 12g ? 1 ? u ?was found that the relation betweens and u p 2t,junc u D(11 k) m

does not follow a pure power-law correlation with
(30)integer exponential. The reason for this is that the

additional peak broadening induced by the passage[31] and:
through the coupling junction is the result of two

2different, and even counteracting phenomena (diffu- DPd p
]]u 5 (c 5 750) (31)sive exchange with stagnant zones and reorientation cLm

of a parabolic velocity gradient), as mentioned in the
discussion of Figs. 5 and 6. The best fitting expres- It should be noted that theN values given inmax

sion for the data points in Fig. 9 was found to be Fig. 10(a) have been obtained by selecting the
given by: corresponding optimal mobile phase velocityu 5m
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Fig. 10. (a) Variation ofN with L for the segmented parallel plate column for different values ofs and comparison with HPLC columnmax seg x

with d 53 mm andc5750; (b) variation of corresponding reduced plate heighth; (c) variation of number of plates (N ) achievable in a 1p 1 m
29 2 210 2m column; and (d) corresponding separation impedance values. Conditions:d52 mm, d52 mm, D 51?10 m /s,D 55?10 m /s,m s

23
m51?10 kg/(m s),DP5400 bar,k53, c5750.

u (obtained by numerically varyingu to find separation impedance factor introduced by Knoxm,opt m

the maximalN for the givenL andDP) for each [15,32]:seg

considered value ofL . In this way, we wereseg
2tDP Hcertain to obtain the solution with the largest possible 0 2] ] ]E 5 ? 5 5 h c (32)N, and it also allowed to eliminate one variable from Nm N B0

the solution space. It should also be noted that the
N data presented in Fig. 10(a) correspond to Fig. 10(a), clearly confirms the expected (cf. Eq.max

column lengths ranging from aboutL52.7 m for the (20)) existence of an optimalL value. As can beseg

smallest consideredL values to aboutL59 m for expected, the optimal segment length increases withseg

the largestL values. To neutralize the column decreasing channel thickness variances . Whenseg x

length factor, we have divided theN values given comparing Fig. 10(a)–(d), the value of the optimalmax

in Fig. 10(a) by the corresponding column length. segment length clearly also depends upon the select-
These values, yielding the number of platesN ed optimisation criterion. When a minimalH or a1 m

achievable in a column with a length of 1 m (which maximal N is desired, the optimal segment length
seems to be the practical limit for a segmented goes from a value ofL 515mm for s 50.1 to aseg,opt x

monolithic plate column), are given in Fig. 10(c). value of L 5150 mm for s 50.01 (Fig. 10(a)).seg,opt x

Fig. 10(d) shows the corresponding values of the When the number of plates in a 1 m column is to be
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maximised, the optimal segment length values are in all its virtue. The obtained minimalE values of
clearly smaller, varying from a value ofL 54 the order ofE520 to 40 are indeed dramaticallyseg,opt

mm for s 50.1 to a value ofL 525 mm for lower than the value ofE53000 typically cited for ax seg,opt

s 50.01 (Fig. 10(c)). Also in agreement with what good packed bed column [1]. They are even morex

could be intuitively expected is that, the smallers , than an order of magnitude smaller than the bestx

the larger the range ofL values over which larger values reported thus far for monolithic LC columnsseg

N andN values are obtained, i.e., the larger the (E5400 to 800 [1]).max 1 m

degree of freedom over which the segment length The very smallE values shown in Fig. 10(d) point
can be selected. For a large channel-to-channel at the large gain in analysis time which can be
thickness variation, the selection ofL is clearly expected for large-N separations. This is confirmedseg

more critical. in Fig. 11. As can be expected, the gain in analysis
The most eye-catching result from Fig. 10(a) is the time offered by the segmented parallel plate column

enormous gain in maximal plate number with respect increases with increasing required plate number. It
to the packed bed of spherical particles, hence can roughly be said that the difference between the
clearly confirming the assumption of Schisla et al. HPLC column and the segmented plate column is
[20] that the polydispersity effect in a parallel open about a factor of 10, which is really dramatic. It
channel column can be strongly alleviated by regu- should be noted that the segmented parallel plate
larly providing a flow redistribution section. The column data do not even refer to a fully optimised
presently proposed segment coupling method clearly column, but refer to the case of a column composed
allows to organize this redistribution in such a way out of segments with lengthL 5100 mm. Thisseg

that the advantage coming from the suppression of value has been more or less arbitrarily selected (see
the polydispersity effect is much larger than the Section 4.3), as representing the best possible com-
losses caused by the additional pressure-drop and promise between the practical manageability of the
band broadening. segments on the one hand and the separation res-

The reduced plate height values in Fig. 10(b) show olution and speed of the column on the other hand. It
that the segmented parallel plate column allows to should furthermore be noted that the segmented
achieveh values significantly belowh52, which is
generally assumed to be the ‘‘signature’’ of an
ideally packed HPLC column, although there is no
real theoretical basis to claim this [33]. TheN1 m

data in Fig. 10(c) again show the advantage of the
improved internal column architecture of the seg-
mented parallel plate column. The difference with
the packed bed is now smaller than for theN data,max

as the latter are more strongly affected by the flow
resistance of the column than theN data. The1 m

values ofN around 200 000 to 300 000 are also1 m

significantly larger than the value of about 100 000
plates which can be achieved in a 130 cm silica
monolith column [1]. This points at the fact that even
the performance of modern monolithic LC columns
is still far away from the absolute resolution limit of
a fully optimised HPLC column. This finding should

Fig. 11. Comparison of the required analysis time as a function ofstimulate further research on the development of
the theoretical plate number between a segmented parallel platebetter structured column packings.
column (full lines) and a conventional packed bed column (dashed

When considering theE values presented in Fig. lines). The required analysis time of an unsegmented parallel plate
10(d), the large potential kinetic advantage of the column (with ans of only s 50.002) is given as well (full linex x

segmented parallel plate column concept is revealed with crosses). Conditions as in Fig. 10.
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column concept can even yield much shorter sepa- cases in Fig. 10, we again note the existence of an
ration times, by for example considering a column optimal segment length, and we again see thatLseg,opt

with d5d51 mm instead of thed5d52 mm case increases with decreasing channel-to-channel thick-
for which the data in Fig. 11 have been obtained. To ness variations . When comparing Fig. 12a withx

again illustrate the severity of the polydispersity Fig. 12b, we also note that theL value is nearlyseg,opt

effect, we have also included the analysis time data independent of the required plate number. From a
of an un-segmented column. Even by lowering the practical point of view, it is also very interesting to
channel-to-channel thickness variance to an impracti- note that there is a relatively broad region, say
cally small value ofs 50.002, the required analysis betweenL 510 mm and L 5200 mm, whereinx seg seg

time very rapidly reaches a vertical asymptote. the exact value ofL is not really critical, at leastseg

As theL 5100mm case for which thet data in not whens #0.05. This offers a large degree ofseg R x

Fig. 11 have been calculated is more or less selected freedom for the practical realization of the concept
arbitrarily, Fig. 12a–b shows how thet value varies (see also Section 4.3). It is also interesting to noteR

with L for a separation requiring, respectively, that for the considered cases ofN5100 000 andseg

N5100 000 andN5150 000 plates. Similar to the N5150 000, the channel-to-channel variation does
not need to be better thans 50.05. Smaller valuesx

yield no significant gain in analysis time.
Using the obtained results to evaluate the structur-

al properties of the new polymeric and silica mono-
lithic LC columns now being developed [10–14], the
relatively sharp increase of theN and t curves inmax R

the range of smallL (i.e., for L →d) points atseg seg

the fact that, provided the variation in flow-through
pore diameter can be kept below 10%, monolithic
LC columns would greatly benefit from more elon-
gated flow-through pores, preferably extending over
more than 10 times the pore diameter. When the
variation on the flow-through pore diameter is how-
ever larger than say 10%, it seems better to stick to
the more cubic or globular pore shape obtained with
the present sol–gel and polymer–gel methods.

4 .3. Some practical manufacturing considerations

Although the presently considered segmented par-
allel plate column structure should essentially be
regarded as a means to gain insight in the optimal
LC column design, it is nevertheless worthwhile to
consider the practical feasibility of the concept. The
fact that the typical optimal segment length can be
more or less freely selected between say 10 to 100
mm, and the fact that the channel to channel thick-
ness variance can amount up to 5% before the

Fig. 12. Evolution of the required analysis time as a function of required analysis time starts to significantly increase,
the channel segment lengthL for different values ofs for aseg x namely offer an interesting degree of freedom for theseparation requiringN5100 000 plates (a) and for a separation

manufacturing process.requiring N5150 000 plates (b). Simulation conditions as in Fig.
10. Considering the advancements in the field of
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reactive ion etching (RIE), the recently comercial- the present paper will stimulate others to come up
ised Bosch process nowadays allows to etch struc- with alternative solutions.
tures consisting of an array of parallel slits with
cross-sectional dimensions of sayd52 mm by w5 4 .4. Future work
100mm, spaced apart by a distance of onlyd52 mm
(cf. Fig. 3a), with a lateral resolution below 50 nm The obvious continuation of the present theoretical
(corresponding to as of only 0.025), and with a analysis is the consideration of other values of thex

depth ranging up to 100mm, while still maintaining channel and the stationary phase thickness, and to
a side-wall slope of nearly exactly 908 [34]. At this extend the range of investigated fluid velocities, in
point it should be remarked that the selection of the order to establish more accurate and more complete

2etch depth (which will determine the final segment s and DP correlations. This will allow tot,junc junc

block length) will have to be based on a compromise explore the possibilities of the segmented column
between the manageability of the segment blocks concept over a broader range of geometries and
(fragility of the structures versus number of seg- velocities.
ments to be stacked) and the increased risk for With the established mathematical framework,
sloped side-walls. Using one of the powerful modern allowing to cut the column into small representative
replication methods [35], the etched structures can be elements and to link the results via the polydispersity
used as a master mold to generate thousands and theory of Schisla et al. [20], we can now attempt to
thousands of plastic replicas, which can then be used repeat the current analysis for column geometries
as dissolvable molds. By filling the slits of the mold representing more closely the internal structure of the
with for example a sol–gel solution, the desired currently developed monolithic columns. With the
monolithic array structure (cf. Fig. 3) can be ob- insights gained from the present study, we are also
tained. well-armed to optimise the silicon etched 2D column

More challenging aspects seem to be the mold structures for on-chip LC introduced a few years ago
dissolution and release process, the finishing of the [36,37] and offering a very elegant way to obtain
entrance and outlet parts of the segments and the highly regular column packings. More specifically it
mechanical strength of the fabricated segment will be possible to determine the optimal channel
blocks. A final major hurdle will be the tedious and segment length as a function of the expected channel
time consuming process of segment stacking. Such a width variance of such structures (Fig. 13). Such a
process will certainly be much more expensive than 2D etched column also seems to be the ideal
the current column packing methods, but the effort intermediate step to experimentally verify the pres-
will also partly be paid off by the increased packing ently proposed calculations, because the practical
uniformity (especially from column to column) elaboration of the full three-dimensional column
which can be expected. concept seems to be a quite formidable task, and it is

The above manufacturing scheme should not at all at present not very clear how this should best be
be regarded as the single possible method. Perhaps attacked (see also Section 4.3).

Fig. 13. Schematic top-view of a two-dimensional etched column offering the same degree of channel segment coupling as the
three-dimensional column depicted in Fig. 2.
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5 . Conclusions proach the absolute LC performance limit will hence
depend largely upon the present and future advance-

Building further on the work of Schisla et al. [20], ments in the fields of micro-machining and micro-
and bringing in the results of a computational fluid engineering.
dynamics simulation study, we have been able to
confirm Schisla et al.’s [20] conjecture that the
polydispersity effect ruining the separation efficiency 6 . Nomenclature
of parallel bundle columns can be strongly alleviated
by dividing the column into a large number of A, B, C, D Constants defined by Eqs. (A.9)–
longitudinal segments, coupled in such a way that (A.12) of Appendix A
the mobile phase fluid is radially redistributed after A0, B0, C0, D0 Constants inH-expression given in
each segment. Our calculations show that the cou- Eq. (21)

2pling junction can be designed such that the advan- A9, B9, C9, D9 Constants ins -expression givent,junc

tage coming from the suppression of the polydis- in Eq. (14), see also Eqs. (A.9)–
persity effect is much larger than the losses caused (A.12) of Appendix A
by the additional pressure-drop and band broadening.A0, B0, C0, D0 Constants inH-expression given in
This is for example evidenced by the large gain in Eq. (21)

2maximally achievable theoretical plate number which B Column permeability, m0
3can potentially be obtained with the presently consid- C Tracer concentration, kg/m

ered segmented parallel plate column. d Plate spacing5channel thickness, m
For the considered column structure, the ideal d Stationary phase thickness5half off

segment length is found to vary between about 10 plate thicknessd, m
and 100mm, depending on the degree of channel-to- d Mean channel thickness, mm

channel thickness variances . When considering the D Molecular diffusion coefficient mo-x m
2minimal analysis time problem, it turns out that there bile phase, m /s

is a relatively broad range of segment lengths (10 D Molecular diffusion coefficients
2

mm,L ,200 mm) wherein the analysis time is stationary phase, m /sseg

more or less independent of the segment length, at E Separation impedance factor (–)
least for cases withs ,0.05. H Height equivalent to a theoreticalx

Although a number of important approximations plate, m
and assumptions have been made, the fact that theh Reduced plate height,h5H /d, m
presently considered (hypothetical) micro-structured f Friction factorF

monolithic column would allow to performN. k Retention factor (–)
100 000 plate separations in a few hundred of K , K Constants appearing in the pressure-1 2

seconds, i.e., about an order of magnitude faster than drop correlations given in Eqs. (27)
the best possible HPLC columns and also surpassing and (28) (–)
largely the currently developed monolithic LC col- L Column length, m
umns, clearly points at the fact that the currently L Segment length, mseg

2existing LC columns only yield a fraction of the full M , M , M Respectively, zero- (s), first- (s ) and0 1 2
3potential of the ideal, fully optimised LC column. second-order moment (s ) of tempo-

To achieve this absolute LC performance limit, ral tracer response at detector
columns are needed which are much better stream-N Theoretical plate number (–)
lined and have a much more regular internal struc- N Maximal number of plates in 1 m1 m

ture than the present packed bed and monolithic column (–)
columns. Radically new column manufacturing con- n Number of segments in column (–)s

cepts will have to be developed to manufacture such R Flow resistance of coupling junction,junc
2columns. Whether it will ever be possible to ap- see Eq. (23), kg/(m s)
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R Flow resistance of channel segment, (FWO KNO 81/00) of the Fund for Scientificseg
2see Eq. (23), kg/(m s) Research—Flanders (Belgium). P.G. is supported

S Cross-sectional area of window at through a specialization grant from the Instituut voorjunc
2coupling plane, m Wetenschap en Technologie (IWT) of the Flanders

t Residence time of mobile phase, s Region (grant No. SB/11419).0

t Retention time, sR

u Velocity in individual channel, m/s1

u Velocity through channel with meanm

thickness, m/s A ppendix A
kul Flow-rate averaged velocity of entire

2plate array, m/s Using d 5 d (11 x) and u 5 u (11 x) takenm m
w Channel width, m from Eqs. (6) and (8), and introducing the parame-
x Variable denoting relative difference ters A, B and C (see further: Eqs. (A.9) to (A.11)),

between channel width of given Eq. (3) can, respectively, be written as:
channel and mean channel width:

L 1x5(d2d ) /d , see Eq. (6) (–)m m ] ]]]t 5 ? 11 k ? (A.1)s dR 2u 11 xx, y, z Cartesian coordinates, m m s d
Greeks L 1 L L 12a Proportionality constant in Eq. (25) ] ]]] ] ] ]]]s 5 A ? ? 1B ? 1C ? ?t 3 6 2u uu 11 x 11 xs d m m s dm(–)
d Plate thickness, m (A.2)
l Geometric factor inA-term of van

Deemter equation, see Eq. (30) (–) Using Eq. (1), the concentration integrals appear-
g Tortuosity inB-term of van Deemter ing in Eqs. (11) and (12) and representing the

equation, see Eq. (30) (–) different order moments of the peaks in each in-
DP Pressure drop, Pa dividual channel can be calculated to yield:
m Dynamic viscosity, kg/(m s) 1`

3
r Liquid density, kg/m E C (x,t) ? dt 5C t (A.3)1 0 R

0s Standard deviation of channel thick-d

1`ness distribution, see Eq. (6) (–)
2E tC (x,t) ? dt 5C t (A.4)s Relative standard deviation of chan- 1 0 Rx 0

nel thickness distribution, see Eq. (6)
1`(–) 2 2 2E t C (x,t) ? dt 5C ? s 1 t ? t (A.5)2 s d1 0 t R Rs Peak variance in the time domain, 0t

2m
Using the approximation that:c Flow resistance factor,c512 for a

flat-rectangular channel (–) n /m11 x 5 12 nx 1 . . . (A.6)s d2
V Cross-sectional area of channel, m

and limiting the series to the fourth or the sixth orderSubscripts
term, and furthermore noting that:1 Value referring to single channel

max Maximal 1`

seg Segment E f(x) ?dx 5 1 (A.7a)
2`junc Junction
1`

2 2E x f(x) ? dx 5s (A.7b)x
2`
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